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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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difuso
It means very dilated or very widespread.  It lacks clarity.  Confused, inaccurate, dark, broad, blurry, lazy, dim.

digesto
It means summary, collection, selection, repertoire.

digilosofía
It is a policy implemented by the Santander Bank of Spain that instills the banking user to use technology for their
benefit and that of companies.  Its premise is " get where nobody has reached 34.

digitador
Modern typist.  A person who writes on a computer or computer keyboard.

digital
Relating to the fingers .  Finger.  It also means that it is relative to the digits, to the numbering.  It is one of the common
names of a plant, also known as azada, thimble, foxglove, finger, jiloria, viloria or lobera, of the family Scrophulariaceae. 
It belongs to the genus Digitalis. 

digitales
Relative to the fingers. It also refers to what is being done with 40 fingers; p. e. writing on a keyboard ). Digital also is the
common name given to a medicinal plants also called cartridges, Foxglove, our Lady, bilicroques, or gauntlet glove. Its
scientific name is Digitalis purpurea and it removed an extract called Digitalis and is good for heart disease.

digitalizada
It's an inflection to digitize.  In Computing, it means converting a text, a physical magnitude, or an analog signal into
something digital (or a file).  Scan , pass a document through the scanner and convert it to a . 

digitopuntura
It is a Japanese technique that involves using the tips of the fingers to press on the same points of Chinese
acupuncture.  It is used to relax and eliminate stress. 

digitoxinas
They are cardiac glycosides, recommended for patients with renal impairment. Removed from the plant called Colombia
digital or Digitalia whose scientific name is Digitalis purpurea, and is in the family Plantaginaceae. Is it known by other
common names in various parts of the world such as thimble, Foxglove, cartridge, Foxglove, glove of our Lady, St. John,
bilicroques, Gauntlet, estaxon ( 41 Asturias; or viluria.

dignatarios
Characters who instill respect and represent authority.  Officials of a high office or of a very important representative
nature.  High-ranking personalities.  Representatives, representatives, officials, characters, personalities, figures,
figurines.

dignificado de esta birn en ingles



dignified this birn in English is written incorrectly and should be written as "Bird, Burn or Born." being its
meaning:<br>The English word Birn does not exist. There is a Bird which means bird, bird. But I think that they were
going to ask for Born and error of fingering. Born means born, place of birth. Even it might be ask for Burn which means
burning.

dignisimo
It is a superlative of worthy.  It means worthy in extreme, very worthy.  Too worthy.  It is a description that is prepended
to a title or a charge very high.  It has many merits and is awarded many praises.  Emeritus.  Very special treatment to a
very famous or important person.

digno de emular
Person who is an example for the community by their behavior. A person who deserves to be imitated by all others.
Copy.

digno de fe
It has credibility.  Reliable, serious, responsible.  Good credit.

digresión
Deviate from the subject.  It's breaking the thread of a conversation or a speech. 

dihardute
It is not the Spanish language but the Basque Word.  The meaning of the word is they work.  Working.

dihueñe
It is a kind of fungus Ascamicete.  Its scientific name is Cyttaria espinosae of the Cyttariacae family.  It is an edible
fungus in Chile, whose host is coyan, pellín or oak tree.  Also receives other similar names: digüeñe, digüeñe, lihueñe,
quidene, quirene.

dije
I said is an inflection of tell (past tense).  In Colombia he also tells said a figurine or filigree of gold or silver, or a small
gemstone, which is hung on the neck of a lady with a thin string.  Accessory gold or silver that is hung on a thin chain.

dike
It is a word of the English language, meaning dam, canal or dyke, In Greek mythology was the embodiment of justice
among humans.  It was also called Dice, Dicea or Diké.  In Ancient Greek it means Justice.  She was the daughter of
Zeus and Temis, sister of Irene and Eunomia.  He lived on earth with humans in the Golden and Silver Ages. 

dikelar
dikelar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Watch" being its meaning:<br>It is poorly written, then you must
type watch. It means understand, perceive or take account of something. Understand.

dilapidar
It means wasting resources or money that has been given to him in custody.  Waste, waste, dissipate. 



dilecto
You mean favorite, favorite, loved, wanted, select, chosen, favored.

dilema
Situation in which there are two possibilities to solve it, but both have balanced the positive and negative aspects. 
Doubt, difficulty, dilemma, contradiction, problem.

dilica
dilica is incorrectly written and should be written as ' Dilica or 39 D; lica. "being its meaning:<br>It is a surname of Italian
origin common in Italy, Argentina and United States.

diligencia
In the old West wagon pulled by horses carrying goods, values and people.  Carriage, cart, carriage in Colombia means
pending before any entity, mission.  committed, commanded.  Also do something quickly, quickly.   Swiftness,
quickness, agility.

dilucida
It is an inflection of elucidate.  Then unwind clarify, clear, clarify, explain.

dilucidar
Establish or determine clearly a theme or concept.  It means clarify, elucidate, explain, unravel, unravel default swap.

dilucifdar
The correct term is to elucidate.  It means clarify, elucidate, explain, unravel default swap, untangle.

diluír
Although there is plenty of tilde, it means to desleir , dissolve.  Reduce the concentration of a substance with water or
other liquid.

dimana
It's a dimanfix inflection.  It means to supply, flow, flow the water out in a spring.  By extension originate, proceed, come,
have one thing origin in another.

dimanas
It's a dimanfix inflection.  It means it comes from or derived from one thing.  That mana or sprouts from a spring. 
Proceeds, sprouts, manas, derivas.

dimario
D'Mario is more suitable.  It is the name of a swiss watch brand. 

dimenciones
The correct term is dimensions.  It is the plural of dimension.  It means that you can measure, quantify.  Surveying,
measurements, quantities, size, importance, volume, extension, quantity.



diminorrea
The correct term is Dysmenorrhea.  It is a physiological alteration in women, which find it difficult to have a normal
menstrucion.  Difficult and painful menstruation.  Etymologically the word is formed by dys (hard), men or less
(menstruation) and rhoia (flow).  Difficult and painful menstruation.

dimitente
Person who resigns, retires, leaves, abdicates or resigns from office.

dimorfismo sexual
It is the peculiar differentiation between males and females of the same species.  It is usually given in sizes, antlers and
coloration of their coats, plumage or flakes.  In some species the females are smaller than the male, they lack horns or
have them smaller and have plumage colors or various hair and flashy (this is to show your female strength and draw
your attention).  Sexual dimorphism is very characteristic species that do not establish permanent couples and allows
females to choose the consort that attracts them.

dimpemekug
Dimpemekug was the Dios de la Oscuridad and the underworld for the ancient Sumerians.

dimpleplastia
It is a plastic surgery or cosmetic surgery that aims to form dimples in the cheeks of people.

dina
It is a term used in Physics and corresponds to the name of a force unit of the CGS system.  In Chile it is short for the
Directorate of National Intelligence, a special unit of the secret police at the time of Pinochet's dictatorship. 

dinamizar
Means give dynamic action, speed, activate, energize, being anxious, hurry.  Give you greater speed or performance
activity, make it more efficient, diligent and productive.

dinamos
It is the plural of Dynamo.  Dynamo is the same as an electric generator.  Device that can generate a continuous electric
current through magnetism.

dineral
It means a lot of money, a lot of money, a lot of money. 

dinero
Name of a Colombian Economic Magazine.  Circulating money.  Effective. 

dinga
It is the female dingo, a subspecies of wolf or Australian wild dog.  It can be found in Australia and Southeast Asia,
although with slight morphological differences.  Its scientific name is Canis lupus dingo and belongs to the canidae
family.  It is also the name of a city in Pakistan, located in Punjab Province.  Name given to an ancient type of boat that
was used in Southeast India, the coasts of Malabar and the Indian Ocean.  They were characterized by having a curved
keel.



dingo
It is a species of Australian wild dog.  It is a subspecies of wolf.  Its scientific name is Canis lupus dingo.  It belongs to
the family Canidae.  Name of an armored vehicle of German origin.  Name of a novel by The Frenchman Octave
Mirbeau . 

dingoma
It is the name of a Spanish company, specialized in manufacturing autoloaders and other agroforestry, fire and
compactor equipment.  It is headquartered in Jarrio ( Coaña), Asturias .

dingonek
It is a mythical walrus-like monster but full-bodied with scales that according to South African and Congolese tribes,
despite being prehistoric still exists.  He's a mythical being resembling a giant pangolin.

dini kuñu
It is the name given by the Mexicans a few larvae or worms that consumed roasted and salted.

dino
Origin also German and Latin male name.  It means strong, is strong.  Short for dinosaur.  It is also short for the names
of male Agostino, Georgino or Bernardino.

dinofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of feeling vertigo or dizziness. 

dinorah
It is a name of woman of Aramaic origin and means light.  Variant Dinora.

dinosaurio
It means terrible lizard.  It usually refers to an extinct reptile.  A person who is very old or old-fashioned is also called a
dinosaur. 

dinoterio
It means terrible beast.  It was an extinct genus of proboscidean mammals, very similar to elephants that lived between
the Middle Miocene and up to the Early Pleistocene.  They belonged to the family Deinotheriidae. 

dinqueo
It is a feint, amague or deception that is made in sports outfit to take advantage in favor. It is often used in volleyball:
fakes a nailing and sent the ball very gently to deceiving adversaries. In Colombia that move is called " Of the 34
huevito; or simply " the egg "

dinta
In Chile is an acronym, which corresponds to the Directorate of Technical Assistance of INTA (Institute of Nutrition and
Food Technology), belonging to the University of Chile.

dintel



It is the name that receives the top of a door or a window.  Top of a mocheta.

diñar
It means giving, delivering, giving, giving, giving.  It can also mean dying, dying, expiring, pretending, ending.  There is
another meaning used and it is as a synonym for lying, fooling, deceiving, mocking, mocking.

diñarla
It means delivering it, giving it away, donating it, giving it up.  It is also used to mean dying, dying, fending, finishing,
stretching your paw, hanging the lyre, cease to exist or in some cases mocking, mocking, cheating, lying. 

diomedes
The correct term is Diomedes ( it is a proper name ).  It is a name of Greek origin male.  Means thought of God ( 41
Zeus;

dione
Dione or Dioni in Greek means Queen divine, in Greek mythology.  It is the female version of Zeus.  The name of the
mother of Aphrodite.  It is the name of one of the moons of Saturn (initially Saturno IV was called).

dionisio
It is a male name of Greek origin.  It means the one who consecrates himself to God in Adversity.  Greek God of Wine,
Fun and Theatre (equivalent to Bacchus of the Romans). 

dioniso
In Greek mythology, was a son of Zeus.  God of harvest and wine, considered pattern of agriculture and the theater.  It
was equivalent to the God Baco de los Romanos.

dioquis
It means free, no cost, free cachet, free.

dios
For us Christians God must always go with capital and means Being Supreme, Lord, Almighty, Jesus Christ.  The word
god (with lowercase refers to a deity of any other religion or doctrine.  Deity, divinity, idol, star, hero, divo, expert.

diosa
It's a female deity or divinity.  In Colombia it is also a surname of Spanish origin. 

diosfera
diosfera is incorrectly written, and should be written as biosphere.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is biosphere. 
It is a layer of the Earth that has almost 20 kilometers thick.  It runs from the ocean depths, up to about 10 km in height. 
It is the layer where life develops.  Layer in which human beings are.

diostedé
In Colombia it is one of the common names of a bird, which has as its characteristic a thick and long beak, almost equal
to the rest of its body.  It is also called a toucan or arasí.  It belongs to the family Ramphastidae.  There are very varied



in sizes and colors.  In Colombia there are many species of toucans or diostedés. 

diota
From Greek dioté.  Name given to an old glass or container of two ears or handles, used to drink wine.  It forms from the
roots di ( two ) and otis (ears).

diotima
Name of a priestess, who appears in The Banquet, a work of Plato and named after Socrates.  Her full name was
Diotima of Mantinea and she is the representative of the emergence of the female voice in a distinctly masculine world. 
Name of an asteroid . 

diotimia
It was also called Diotima.  Name of a Greek philosopher and priestess, also known as Diotima of Mantinea.  She was a
friend of Plato and Socrates.  He was named in the Work "The Banquet".  Concerning Diotima .  Name of an asteroid (
423 ) . 

dioza
It is the apocope of Diocelina.  More goddess is a woman's most commonly used name is s (Micaela).  In Colombia
Micaela is a witch very evil which makes Colombians laugh every Saturday.  Goddess is a female religious deity.

diógenes
It is a name of a male of Greek origin and means that came to the world by God, that God did it (created by God).

diómer
It is a name of Spanish origin, the same as Diomar.  It means God of the Sea. 

dipear
It means soaking a food in its sauce.  It seems to derive from deep (English word pronounced diip) which means deep,
sunken, dark, low.  Sinking a food in a sauce in order to dip or soften it.  Our language is rich in words that can mean the
same thing: wet, soak, impregnate, immerse, bathe, spread.  .  .  . 

diploglossus
It means double tongue, split or divided language.  It is a genus of lizards belonging to the family Diploglossidae.  They
are typical of the neotropics and are found in Central America and the Caribbean.

diplomático
It means that it exercises diplomacy.  An official who represents his country in a foreign state.  Person dedicated to
international relations and service abroad.  Person who acts with serenity and a lot of prudence, Subtle sagacious,
skillful, who acts with sanity. 

diplopia
The correct term is diplopia, with accent .  In Medicine and Ophthalmology it is the name of an eye condition, which
consists of seeing the same object twice.  It can be one (monocular) or both eyes (binocular). 



diplopía
It is a condition of the eyesight, which consists of seeing the same object twice.  It can be one (monocular) or both eyes
(binocular). 

dipsia
In medicine it is a suffix of Greek origin meaning thirst. Wishes of taking liquid, dry. In medicine it is part of compound as
adipsia and oligodipsia words.

dipsómanos
Dipsomanos is the plural of di´somano.  Person is the same as alcohol, drunk, drinker.  A person drinking compulsively.

diquela
It is an inflection of watch.  In language Calo means look, see, observe, understand, understand, assist, perceive.

diquele
It is an inflection of watch. It means understand, perceive or take account of something. Understand.

dirceu
Name with which a great Brazilian football player was met.  Its full name was José Dirceu Guimarées .  He was an
excellent free-kick collector.  He played in the World Cup Argentina 78.  Dirceu is a common name in Brazil.  The name
is of Greek origin and means of the "Source of Dirce" and dirce means pineapple.

dircom
The director of communication, also known as dircom, is a professional whose mission is to establish the conception,
planning and management of any type of activities that affect your organization's public image or its own inner workings.
It operates both in agencies and institutions in the public sector companies and private organizations. This dependence
DIRCOM, is very common in most large companies, especially oil companies, in units of the armed forces and oil
services.

directividad
It is a folklore and colloquial way of saying that the activity that develops is to see Directv ( One of the companies that
provide services of Cable Television in Colombia )

diri
It is a dependency of the University of Boyaca, Tunja based.  It is the Division of inter-agency and international relations.

dirigenta
Woman leader.  Woman who directs or orients.  Female leader.  The boss. 

dirimir
It means overcoming or managing differences in a conflict for the sake of reaching a settlement, agreement or
agreement between the parties.  Solve, solve, raid, solve, settle. 

discenso



discenso is incorrectly written and should be written as "dissent, dicenso" being its meaning:<br>dissent means that it is
the opposite of consensus means that it is when a group of people do not know or these agreements in a subject. A
dicenso is a disagreement, but a consensus is a satisfactory agreement which was reached after exposing and hear
different views according to a situation the dicenso to be otherwise.

discernir
It means differentiating, distinguishing, judging, appreciating, recognizing.  Ability to choose what is good or better. 
Know how to select or choose .

disciplinamiento
It is the action or the effect of putting discipline in any organization. Generate compliance, order, subordination and
submission.

discipulador
It is the person that establishes who must be his disciples and the doctrines that should be followed.

disco
Circular flat surface.  Circle, circumference, dish, slice, wheel, ring, Cap.  Circular bit of acetate that is going to be used
to play music.  In Colombia is also a synonym for Association ( Example 41 sports journalists circle;.

discoidal
It is discoid.  That is shaped disk.  Adiscado or adiscada.

discontinuamente
It means that it has no continuity, which is made by parts or sections.  By stages, but sequentiality.  Interrupted,
intermittent, irregular, sporadic, choppy, uneven.

discotequear
In Colombia go dancing to a disco.  Rumbear .

discólisis
It is a medical treatment for herniated discs, by punctures or injections.  Intradiscal.  It can be lumbar or percutaneous. 

discrepancias
It means differences, disagreements, arguments, dissensions, contradictions, discords, disputes, QUARRELSS,
conflicts, quarrels.  It's the plural of discrepancy.  Differences of thought or opinions.

discrepar
It means having totally different, opposite opinion.  Disagree, disagree, diverge, discuss, strive, refute, oppose,
contradict one another.

discresión
The correct term is (c) discretion.  It means wisdom, moderation, moderation, prudence, modesty, sanity.  touch.



discriminar
It means removing or separating from a set or population, for an unjustified reason or only for some particular
characteristic.  Differentiate , distinguish .

disculpá
It is a special form of inflection of excuse.  Means excuse, justify.  It can generally be taken as an imperative, but also it
can not be, when it is used by a person who used the voseo (vos and not to mention of your), regions step on
Colombian or in Argentina and Uruguay.

discursividad
It means oratory.  Ability to deliver speeches, have ease to address an audience. 

discurso
Oral presentation that reflects opinion and tries to convince anyone who listens.  It means speech, sermon, harangue,
screed and dissertation.

discusión
It means exposition of argument for each of the parties.  debate, controversy .  It also means allegation, lawsuit,
difference, altercation.  Verbal fight. 

disecada
It means dry, without moisture, dry, dehydrated.  Dissecting inflection which means drying, dehydrating. 

disectada
It is a type of blade deeply divided in such a way that it sometimes appears to be leaves (Folios). E.g. palmate leaves.

disectado
It is a type of soil that has crevices or cracks caused by the erosion of water type in branched form.

disectar
In biology is the action of opening a corpse of an animal or split (divide) into two parts or sections of a sample of a plant. 
Cut, open, hamstring, divide, separate.

disemia
Disemia means that it has two different meanings.  In psychology is the inability to interpret the signs or emotional
signals in their environment.  The term comes from the Greek words Dys ( difficulty ) and Shemesh ( 41 signal; It is also
considered a disease, preventing to correctly understand the messages that are received.  Alexithymia.

diseminadas
Plural of disseminated.  It means dispersed, watered, distributed, scattered, kilter, desparramada, propagated.  It can
also mean sown, inoculated and infected.

diseminado
It is a turning point spread, disperse, disperse, spread, spread, shed, sow mean.



disensos
It means dissent.  Things that separate or distance two people or entities.  It means disagreements, discrepancies,
divergences, disagreements, quarrels, discords.

disentería
It is a bacterial intestinal disease.  The intestinal presence of the bacteria of the genus Shigella and the amoeba
Entamoeba histolytica is caused.  There is presence of bloody diarrhea and inflammation of the intestines.  The general
symptoms are stomach pain, fever, and diarrhea. 

disentir
It means feeling, thinking or opinioning in totally opposite ways.  Oppose, contrary, contradict.

diseñar
It is a process by which a product is created and developed, which can be an object or a means of communication
(brochure, poster, graphic), pretending that it is operational and functional and that it establishes an interaction with the
user. 

diseño
It's a designer's product.  It can be a sketch or a drawing.  Creation and development of the designer, product. 

disernir
discern is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Discern" being its meaning:<br>The right thing is to discern. It
means intellectual capacity to choose or choose the right. It will also grant a merit, honor or award to someone who
deserves it.

disertante
Person making a dissertation or comment.  Who speaks or exposes a subject to an auditorium.  Speaker, commentator,
commentator. 

disetáneo
It means of different ages, of disparate ages.  You can refer to any type of population.  For example in humans, animals,
puppies, trees.  In the case that Furoya comments, it is very valid : dissytanous forest is one that its individuals have
different ages (e.g. a natural forest) and contemporaries, is the same age or similar ages (artificial forest or plantation). 
They are effectively terms used in Dasonomy and Dasometry. 

disfonía
Temporary alteration of timbre or tone of voice.  Hoarseness.  It can be due to multiple factors. 

disfraces
It is the plural of disguise.  It is a synonym of artifice, Veil, shroud, mask, mask, make-up, facade simulation,
compassion, pretending, dissimulation, deceit. Eye-catching costume that hides the true appearance of the person who
uses it.  You can have different representations as such according to activities and crafts, animals, superheroes, etc.

disfrutón
In Colombia it is the same as gocetas.  Very cheerful person, who enjoys or enjoys to the maximum of all revelry, party



or opportunity to have fun.  Carnival. 

disgenecia gonadal
In medicine, gonadal dysgenesis ( full 46, XY ( 46, XY CGD )  ) It is a disorder of sexual development ( DSD )
associated with anomalies in gonadal development that results in the presence of external genital and female inmates,
despite a karyotype 46, XY. The prevalence is unknown.

disgeusia
It is the alteration or loss of sense of taste.  Not being able to correctly detect the taste of something.

disgregadas
It means separate disbanded, dissociated, fragmented, undone, sprayed, crumbled, scattered, dispersed.

disgustarse
It's literally losing your taste for something.  In Colombia getting upset means getting angry, getting brave or mean,
getting angry, getting angry, getting irritated, getting irritated, screwing around.  Go into a quarrel or dispute.

disidenta
Female dissident.  It means woman or person who separates from her principles or doctrines, by deferring in them or
giving them up.  What a dissent, which changes your mind or concept.  That changes the way you act or think.  It does
not follow or ignore the rules or principles of a party or collective. 

disidente
It means that it is separated from its principles or doctrines, by deferring in them or giving them up.  What a dissent,
which changes your mind or concept.  That changes the way you act or think.  It does not follow or ignore the rules or
principles of a party or collective. 

disimilar
It is to change the sound of a phoneme.  Alter the articulation of a sound differentiating it from another equal or similar. 

disimular
It means disguising, hiding or hiding something.  Make sure that something is not noticeable or visible.  It can also mean
forgiving, tolerating, or apologizing. 

disipa
It is an inflection of dissipating, which means making something disappear, fading or vanishing.  It means it disappears,
vanishes, spreads, vanishes, disintegrates.  It can also be wasteful, wasted, wasted or squandered. 

disipar
It is to make something disappear, fade, or fade.  It means disappear, fade, scatter, blur, break.  You can also be waste,
waste, waste or squander.

dislexia
It is a mental disability to understand what is read.  Difficulty learning to read, write, and do math calculations.  It is



usually caused by brain injuries or motor coordination disorders. 

disléxica
It means you have dyslexia.  Related to dyslexia or the inability to understand what is read.  Difficulty understanding
what is read, written, or calculated. 

dismenofania
It is a medical term.  It means difficult or late onset of menstruation or the first rule.  It differs from dysmenorrhea in
menstrual periods have in this case already started.

dismenorragia
Or also Dysmenorrhea.  It means difficult and painful menstruation.

dismenorrea
It's a medical term.  Dysmenorragia is also used.  It means difficult and painful menstruation.  It is a condition that many
women suffer from.  

dismetria
It is a disease that manifests itself in the disparity in the lower extremities.  Have legs of different length (one shorter
than the other).  Asymmetry.  Anisomelia.

disminuído
It means apocalyptic, decayed, sad, melancholy. 

disnea
It means choking, shortness of breath, shortness of breath.  It is a term used in Medicine.  It can have many origins,
ranging from very tight clothing, heart problems, lung problems or the height of the terrain above sea level.

disociar
It is the anonymity of associating, gathering or convening.  It means separating, scattering, disintegrating, dividing.

disociativo
Which produces division, relating to dissociation. Dissociated, that generates confrontations between others.

disoluto
It means happy and dissipated life.  Libertine, vicious, dissipated, dissipated, corrupt, licentious, permissive, skull.

disolutos
Plural of dissolute .  It means cheerful and dissipated life.  Libertines, vicious, crapulous, dissipated, perverted,
corrupted, licentious, permissive, skulls.

disparates
What a crazy person does. Act with little wisdom, without logic. Madness, folly, madness, mistakes, inconsistencies,



Follies, absurdities, nonsense, barbarities, blunders, errors, mistakes.

dispendio
It means employment, use, use, consumption, spending, distribution.  It can also mean overspending, wasting, waste,
squandering. 

dispendiosa
It means expensive, onerous, expensive.  Also in Colombia it is given the meaning of difficult, complex.  Exaggerated,
luxurious, wasteful, wasteful, hard-worked. 

dispendiosamente
It means expensive, onerous, expensive.  Also in Colombia it is given the meaning in a very difficult way, very complex. 
Exaggerated, luxurious, detailed, wasted. 

dispendioso
It means expensive, onerous, expensive.  Also in Colombia it is given the meaning of difficult, complex.  Exaggerated,
luxurious. 

dispensa
It can mean giving, granting, delivering.  It also means granting, authorizing, exempting.  forgive or forgive. 

dispermo
It is a type of fruit that presents two seeds.  Two seeds, double seed.

dispermos
It is a kind of the fruits at drupa, which are characterized by having two seeds.  The classical example of this kind of fruit
is coffee or coffee ( Coffea arabica ) , of the Rubiacesae family.

displacia
Dysplasia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dysplasia" being its meaning:<br>It is the anomaly in the
development of a tissue, an organ or a body part.

displicencia
It means giving less importance than it deserves.  Apathy, indifference, disinterest, coldness, impassivity, disdain,
neglect, negligence.

displicente
You mean listless, no desire to do anything, impassive, selfless.  Dismissive, derogatory. 

displicentes
It's a word that means apathetic, indifferent, cold, selfless.

dispone



It is an inflection of having.  Means decide, place, order, install, accommodate, arrange, prepare, prevent, send, enact,
determine, resolve.

disponer
In Colombia, there is a synonym of place, sort, arrange, install, fix.  It also means having available, prevent, prepare,
ready, anticipate.  Legal decree, order, send, require, decide, set, determine it is.

disponerse
It means to prepare, to be ready.  Enlist, prepare, start.

dispucieron
dispucieron is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Set" being its meaning:<br>The word dispucieron is
incorrect. It should be set out, turning to dispose. It is synonymous with place, decide, sort, arrange, accommodate,
install, prepare, anticipate, prevent, send, enact, establish, determine, resolve.

disputa
In jurisprudence it means litigation, case, trial, process, cause, demand, debate, controversy, disagreement, complaint,
discussion, pendency, quarrel, fight.  Contest, encounter. 

disque
It's an inflection to dial.  It means dialing on a disc of the old phones.  Dial , phone .  The word dizque also exists in
Spanish and means it seems that, apparently, supposedly.  It usually denotes irony or doubt. 

disquinesia biliar
In medicine, it is the same as dysfunction of the sphincter of Oddi, or/cholecystectomy syndrome.  It is a State in which a
patient presents very strong pain in the gallbladder because of movements, usually after the removal of the same. 
Biliary colic, biliary spasm.

distal
In anatomy it means far, distant, end, tip (to the end).

distancia social
It means isolation, estrangement between people.  It is the minimum distance that must be between two people to
prevent the spread of a virus.

distante
It means it's far, far away, that it's far away.  It's separated by a lot of distance.  Away, remote.  It also means abstracted,
that you are not aware of reality, insane, crazy. 

distemper
It is a term of veterinary use.  It's the same Carré's Disease.  It is a viral disease that affects the airways of dogs.  It is
also known as moquillo and can become fatal.  It is caused by viruses of the genus Morbillivirus, from the family
Paramyxoviridae .



distinción
Action or effect of distinguishing .  Action to highlight, highlight, notice, or make something or someone stand out. 
Difference whereby one thing is not like another, or is not like another. 

distinguirse
You want to tell Excel, Excel, excelling, dominate, stand out, stand out.

distintivos
Traits or signs that differentiate or make different.  It means particularities, characteristics, traits, signs.  Differences.  It
can also mean emblems, badges, shields, marks, symbols, currencies.

distinto
It means it's different, it looks different, it doesn't look like it.  Which is not the same. 

distopia
Etymologically means bad place.  Which is not ideal.  It's the opposite of utopia. 

distopía
Etymologically it means bad place.  Which is not ideal.  It is the opposite of utopia. 

distrés
In Medicine and Psychology is a state of anguish or strong suffering.  Negative stress, chronic and harmful stress that
leads to failure.

distribuidos
It means scattered, dispersed, spread, spread, delivered, divided, awarded.  It is also an inflection of distribute
(distribute, divide, separate, deliver, disperse).

distribuidos
It means scattered, dispersed, spread, spread, delivered, divided, awarded.  It is also an inflection of distribute
(distribute, divide, separate, deliver, disperse).

distritaje
It refers to a system of territorial political division, in which it is done by districts.  It is usually done during voting and
electoral districts are established. 

disturbio
It means disorder, revolt, mutiny, altercation.  Chaos or disorder generated by a mob.  Alteration, affectation .

disuria
In Medicine it is the name given to a painful, incomplete urination that is performed with difficulty. 

disyuntiva



It means that the person is at a crossroads, which has a dilemma, difficulty, problem, which should seek an alternative. 
A situation that requires a decision.

dita
It is a woman's name.  It is the name of an actress and model from the United States, called Dita Von Teese, but with
the birth name of Heather Renée Sweet.  DITA Parlo was the name of a German actress, whose real name Grethe
Gerda Kornstädt.

ditaínas
It is the alcaliode that is extracted from the tree of the Apocynaceae family, scientific name Alstonia scholaris, is a native
of the India and Southeast Asia.  They say Australian quinine, tree of the devil, white wood and dita.

ditaxio
In Botany, it means capsular fruit of two compartments.

ditiofosfato
It is the name of some metallic salts, used as additives and to correct wear on the motors.  The most common is Zinc
Dithiophosphate.  They have antioxidant properties. 

ditrisio
In Entomology it is the Castellanization of the name of a Clade or Division of the Lepidoptera Order (butterflies).  The
technical term is Ditrysia and means that it has two sexual openings (one for copulation and one for laying eggs).  It
includes almost all butterflies.  

ditrisios
It is a way of calling a group of insects, especially butterflies whose females have two distinct sexual openings.  In
Entomology it is the Castilianization of the name of a Clade or Division of the Lepidoptera Order (butterflies).  The
technical term is Ditrysia and means that it has two sexual openings (one for copulation and one for laying eggs).  It
includes almost all butterflies. 

diuca
It is the name of a small gray bird, which usually makes nests in the snows of the Andes.  For this reason it is also called
glacier bird.  It is native to South America.  Its scientific name is Diuca speculifera or Idiopsar speculifer .  It belongs to
the family Thraupidae.  

diucón
You mean big diuca.  It is the name of a bird in South America, which lives especially in the cold areas of Chile and
Argentina.  It is also known as urco, urqu or huilco.  Its scientific name is Xolmis pyrope and belongs to the family
Tyrannidae.  

diuretico
diuretic is incorrectly written, and should be written as a diuretic (with accent).  being its meaning: the correct term is
diuretic (with accent).  It means to produce urine, which makes peeing.  Medically, it is a substance that produces the
Elimination of water and electrolytes.



diuria
In medicine it is the frequent excretion of urine in the day.  Frequent diurnal diuresis.  The name of a town in Uttar
Pradesh, India. 

diurna
It means that it runs or is performed day and usually in sunny hours.  It happens during daylight hours or that happens
every day.  Daily.

diva
It is a woman's name of Italian origin, which means goddess or majestic.  Woman who is illustrious or very important in
the show.  Very important singer in an opera.

divagar
Walk the branches, depart from the topic being dealed, get out of the most important or context.  It means wandering,
getting lost, disorienting, erring, getting confused, getting tangled up, deviating.

diván
It is a type of furniture in the form of an elongated and fluffy chair.  It usually has no armrests or back.  It's like a sofa.

diversidad folklorica
diversity folklorica is incorrectly written and should be written as 'Folkloric diversity' being its meaning:<br>The folkloric
diversity is given in the great variety of tales, legends, cultures, music, artistic expressions, traditions, customs,
gastronomy, costumes, languages and dances of a region or a country.

dividida
It is an inflection of dividing.  It means splitting, split, distribute, disperse, distribute.

divieso
Mean Furuncle, boil, grain, chucharo, pus or matter, golondrino, bulk, tumour in pus grain, pustule.

divinidad
That has the character of divine or sacred.  A supernatural being to whom many powers are attributed.  God.  To be
worshipped in any religion. 

divino
It means that it is sacred or supernatural.  Sacrum.  Which is relative to deities, divinities or gods.  Relative to God. 
Celestial, pure, sublime, perfect.  It can also mean admirable, exquisite, delicious.  In Colombia it also means cute,
beautiful, very pretty, beautiful. 

divisas
Foreign currencies used in the international market.

dixo
It is an inflection say but in Galician or Portuguese, which means said.  In Galician or Portuguese verb is dicir.  In the



example, "to differently, said my Cid", the correct translation is ", said Mio Cid".  He said, he spoke.

dixonius
Dedicated to Dixon.  It is the name of a genus of geckos.  They belong to the family Gekkonidae .  They were dedicated
to the American herpetologist James Ray Dixon.

diyitas
It is a diminutive of days. DIIT. It's a colloquial way of saying missing very few days before an important event.

dizque
The word dizque, exists in Spanish and means it seems that, apparently, supposedly.  It usually denotes irony or doubt. 

dizzy
It means dizzy, atontado, turuleto, turulato, stunned.

dizzy
It is a word of the English language that means dizzy.  That you have vertigo or dizziness.  Nickname of a famous
trumpet player and composer of Jazz, called John Birks Gillespie, but better known as "Dizzy" Gillespie

día del santo
Day that someone's name appears in the Santoral.  The santoral is a list of the names of the saints that appears day
after day in the calendars.  Formerly people were given the name that appeared on the santoral according to the date of
birth.  Date of Feast of a Saint . 

días
It indicates several periods of 24 hours.  Very little time.  Less than a month.  Newborn.

dígito
It is each one of the figures that make up a number.  Figure.  Numbers from 0 to 9.

dímera
It means that it has two parts or elements.  Let them be found in pairs or pairs.  It's a word used in botany. 

díptico
Printed form consisting of a sheet divided into two parts. 

díscolo
Person characterized by rebelliousness and his indomitable character.  Rebellious, untamed, unmanageable,
disobedient, unruly, fractious, undisciplined.  Difficult person.  That failure to comply with rules or regulations.

dmv
It is an acronym which means Department of Motor Vehicles.  It is something like the office of transit in each of the
States of the United States.



dobla
It is an inflection of bending, which means dividing in half, splitting, folding.  It also means twisting, arching, hunching,
eating.  Another meaning is to multiply by two, to duplicate.  Name of an old Spanish gold coin, of less value than the
doubloon.  Ring, ring, ring the bells. 

doblado
It is an inflection of fold, that means doubling, folding, bending.  In Colombia it mean multiplied by two.  Duplicate.  Also
has a fold, fold, or bend.  Folding, twisting, arching, Flex.

doblar
It can mean ringing or ringing campaigns.  It also means to multiply by two, duplicate, bin or twist, rotate, break, fold,
flex. 

doble
It means that it is twice as large.  That it doubles in quantity.  In cinema is the person who does the most risky parts of a
film to protect the actor, they usually have a great physical resemblance and with help of the costumes, make that the
viewer perceives no change.

doble tabla
In the wood industry is the same as plank or table donkey, is a table of double thickness of a normal table.

doble troque
It means it has two axes that support load.  That load is distributed in two axes.  Two-axle load,

dobles
Person who by his physical resemblance, in lieu of a risky scenes in movie star.  In sports such as tennis or table tennis,
parties that are made in pairs, whether male, female or mixed.

doblete
Double.  That is repeated twice in the same event or circumstance.  A streak of two wins or wins in a short span of time. 
In linguistics they are a couple of words that have the same etymology but have evolved differently. 

doblista
In some sports, athlete who practices or competes in doubles or pairs mode.  In cinema, a person who specializes in
replacing an actor in high-risk scenes (which doubles).  Person specialized in saying parliaments or pronouncing
dialogues in a film, so that it is projected in a language other than the original of the work (which makes dubbing). 

doc
Doc is short for a doctor.  Doctor's Apocope.  Also in computer science is a termination or root (file name extension),
which means document in Microsoft programs (. doc).

docemnia
docemnia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Twelve hobby" being its meaning:<br>It is not the Spanish
language. They wanted to tell Docemania, which in Portuguese means sweets or confectionery best ( Mania by the
sweet ).



docena
It is a set that has twelve units. 

dociles
The correct term is docile, always with tilde.  Plural of docile.  You mean meek, submissive, obedient, gentle, peaceful,
soft.  If you refer to the metals you mean ductile, malleable, which you let handle or manipulate.

docodon
It means tooth beam.  It was a class of small mammals from the Late Jurassic, although some authors consider it a
therapsid (reptile that looked like mammals).

docodonta
Order of primitive mammals with beam teeth or sophisticated teeth (sophisticated molars).  Among them was the
Docodon.

doctico
Diminutive of doc ( doctor ) .  Doctorcito .  It is an affectionate term that is used among doctors.  You can translate
knowledgeable, wise, wise, prepared. 

doctos
It is the plural of learned.  People who have deep knowledge about a particular topic.  Knowledgeable, wise, sapientes,
scholars, illustrated, versed, experts.

doctrina
It is a set of basic teachings of some specific topic.  It may refer to basic religious formation or political content. 
Religious or political training and instruction process.  Basic guidelines of a religion or a political movement. 

document
It is a word from the English language that means document .  It can also mean letter . 

documental
Relating to documents.  That possesses records, credentials, or data.  Audiovisual representation of reality.  It is a
sequence and chronology of images according to a narrative and the resources offered by nature. 

documento remer
document remer is incorrectly written and it should be written as "REMER" being its meaning:<br>REMER is an
acronym for network Radio's emergency Civil Protection - REMER. Amateur radio nets are a great support in
emergencies and catastrophes, therefore their departments of Civil defence or Civil protection linked them as a valuable
support network was established in several countries and therefore this document arose.

dodge
It's an English language word meaning dodging.  It is the name of a brand of vehicles of North American origin.   Its
original name was Dodge Brothers Motor Vehicle Company.  In the United States it is a surname and the name of many
cities in various states.  It is also the name of an artificial gringo satellite.



dodo
It was the name of a bird, which was already extinguished.  It was endemic to the Mauritius and belonged to the
subfamily Raphinae (family Columbidae).

dodona
It was the name of an ancient greiga city in Thessaly.  It was well known for having an oracle, at the foot of Mount
Tomarus, in Epirus.  Name of an asteroid . 

dodó
It is the nickname of a Brazilian football player.  He plays sideways at Cruzeiro.  Its full name is José Rodolfo Pires
Ribeiro .  He is also the nickname of Domilson Cordeiro dos Santos, who is also a side team and plays for Guimaraes
de Portugal.  It is also the name of an already extinct bird.  He was of the Columbidae family, but he could not fly.

dog friendly
It means in English friendly or friendly xon dogs, which are allowed or accept dogs.  Environments where the presence
of dogs is tolerated. 

dogal
It's another way to call the brake, head, flange, rein of a ride.  Rope that is tied to the neck of the beast to be able to
dominate it.

dogmas
It means doctrine, creed, principles, foundations.  Essential points of a religion or doctrine. 

dogo
It is a breed of dogs that is characterized by having a short body and snouts, it is very strong, wide and muscular.  Its
head is round.  It is also called prey or grip dog, molossal dog or sand molossus.  There are several denominations
according to their origin. 

dojo
It is a wide and uncluttered space where you can practice martial arts.  Space to meditate. 

dolarice
Dolarizating action. Dollarization is the process by which a country adopts officially the use of U.S. currency, from there
the origin of the term, for use in domestic economic transactions. The U.S. Foreign Exchange replaces the domestic
currency in all its functions ( store of value, unit of account, medium of payment ).

dolencia
Mean evil that affects someone.  Disease, suffering, uneasiness, evil, affliction, condition, upset.

dolencias
Plural of ailment .  It means ailment, evil, disease, disease, affection, discomfort, indisposition.  Alteration in health
status. 



dolex
In Colombia it is one of the trade names of the Acetaminofen.  It is analgesic and antipyretic.

doliente
A person who suffers or suffers from pain, either physical or moral.  Relative or family member of a deceased.  Crushed,
crying, complaining, afflicted, sad, mourner, relative, sick, affected, achacoso.

dolina
In Geology, cenote or flooded depression of karst origin.  Deep depression of sloping walls typical of limestone soils. 

dolly
It is a word from the English language that means small doll, doll.  It is a woman's name of English origin, it means pretty
girl.  It is considered diminutive of Dorothy (Dorothea) or Dolores.  Name of the first cloned sheep. 

dolma
It's a kind of knead stuffed with rice and vegetables that looks like a tamal.  They are wrapped in brown leaves, so they
are also called stuffed parra leaves.  It is a dish of Turkish origin. 

dolo
It is a legal term.  It means a voluntary act to do harm or evil.  To cause serious effects.  Intension of harm.

dolobu
Used as sebastiany or dolobu.  It is a delusive form say idiot in Argentina, in Creole slang.  It means stupid, clumsy,
gross.

dolores
Plural of pain.  It means ailment, suffering, suffering, complaint, regret.  Ailments, sufferings, suffering, complaints,
regrets.  Name of a Colombian municipality in the department of Tolima .  Name of a Spanish people in the Province of
Alicante.  Name of woman of Latin origin and alludes to the pains suffered by The Virgin Mary for the Passion and Death
of Jesus.  They are affectionately told Lola. 

doma
It is an inflection of tame.  It is the process of taming an animal to a wild or wild.  It is used generally to the process of
adapting a pony rider and mount.  Taming, placate, tame, explore, educate, civilize, smooth, soften, dominate, submit. 
In equestrian sports is one of the disciplines that is graded separately.

domado
It means he stopped being wild and is already tame or tamed.  It has become meek and docile.  It's a tame inflection.  It
means to amansize, soften, train, tame, train.

doménica
Domenica is incorrectly written and it should be written as Domenica ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Domenica ( 41 own name;.  It is the Italian version of the name in Spanish Dominga, which in French is
Dominique.  It means " belonging to Mr ".  This name Domenica also used in Spanish.  The male version is Sunday and
Domenico.



domi
In Colombia it is the familiar and colloquial way to call a woman by name Domitila.  This female name is of Latino origin
and means woman who loves her home.

domicilia
It's a direct debit inflection.  It means to ask that it be brought to the house or home.  Indicate where you live.  In
Finance, it is to authorize the collection, or payment of any service, from a bank account. 

domiciliario
Person who is dedicated to taking remittances to homes.  That makes home deliveries of markets or food. 

dominante
It means that it exercises dominance or authority.  It imposes itself or excels over others.  It predominates or abounds. 
In dasometry, a species that most abounds in a stand. 

dominar
It is the action to impose or exercise authority over another.  It means subdue, avasallar, oppress, defeat.  It can also
mean driving, knowing, knowing, having expertise in something, being right-handed at something.  Unsoilting, excelling. 

domingo
Name of the seventh and final day of the week.  Rest day in the week.  Name of male of Latin origin and means that it
belongs to God.  Variants in French Dominique or Dominic .  In an apocopized and familiar way we call it Mincho.

dominique
It is a name of male or female in French, of Latin origin.  It is a variant of Domingo and there are other variants ( Dominic
, Dominick , Dominico ) .  It means it comes from God.  Name of a religious song, performed by Angelica María en
Español (the original French title is Dominique - performed by Soeur sourire).

domo
It means top, top.  In architecture, it is the same as Dome, dome, dome and apse.  In volcano cone.

domperidona
Domperidone is a medicine indicated for the treatment of nausea and vomiting. It should only be used to relieve
symptoms.

domus
It is a word of Latin origin meaning domicile, house, dwelling, home, dwelling. 

don
It can mean grace or quality.  Respectful treatment that precedes the name of an older man.  Apocope of the names of
male Donald or Donaldo.  Name of a Russian river that drains into the Sea of Azov.

don chinche
In Colombia, it was the name of a television program starring actor Héctor Ulloa.  Nickname of this same actor.  The



program was traditional and humorous. 

don de mando
Ability to command, leadership.  A person's ability to command or govern and demonstrate authority.  The main
characteristics of someone with a gift of command are firmness and equanimity. 

dona
In Italian it is Lady, Mrs.  Doughnut is a pastry in the shape of a ring, very sweet ( It is the castilianization of Donut )

donaire
It means panache, elegance, grace, courtesy, poise, sonota gallantry.

donald
It is a male name of Celtic origin.  It means bold driver of your people.  Variant in Spanish .  Donaldo. 

donau
In German it means Danube.  Name of a neighborhood of Vienna .  It remains in District 22. 

doncel
Male maiden.  Young, good-looking man.  Boy, puberty, teen.  Noble boy who is not yet a gentleman.

doncellas
Plural maiden.  It means virgins, intact, pure.  By extension girls, girls, ladies, little ladies, young women. 

doncellez
It is the quality of a young person, man or woman, Virgin.  Purity, virginity.

donets
Donetsk is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Donets; is 41 name;."  . "being its meaning:"<br>The correct
term is Donetsk.  It is the computer of a river in the southwest of the European Russia and Eastern Ukraine.  You have
1050 km long and is a tributary of the Don River.  It is also the name of a mountain range, mountains or series of hills in
the same area.  Donetsk ( With k at the end is the name of a Ukrainian city and its surrounding area that has proclaimed
itself as the people's Republic of Dontetsk.

donna
It is a word of the Italian language that means woman, lady.  It is also used as a woman's name.   Name of a song by
Los Lobos and name of a song by Ritchie Valens.  It is also one of the forms of Castilianization of the English word
donut, which is the name of a sweet cake with fillings of different flavors and that has the shape of a ring or donut (it is
actually more indicated to use donut, with a single n). 

donos
It is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese.  It means owners, owners.



donoso
It means it's borrowing, I'm an accolad.  You have donaire or donosura.  Garboso, gentle.  It is also a surname of
Spanish origin.  Surname of comedian and Venezuelan ventrilocuo, called Carlos Donoso. 

donosos
It is the plural of donoso.  It means having donaire, garbo, gallantry, courtesy, salt.  That reflects slow.  It is synonymous
with garboso, gallardo, gentle, saleroso.

donuestros
I think they're asking about our own.  If so, it means libel, insults, offenses, affronts, grievances.  Plural of our.

doña
It means gift, gift, gift.  It is also an expression of respect for a woman, widely used in Colombia.  Mistress, owner,
patron.  Don's female. 

doñeos
It means infatuation, gallantry.  Methods used to fall in love or gallant a woman.

dopaje
It is the action of altering the normal behavior of an athlete (or a patient), by supplying some prohibited drug or a drug. 

dopar
It means drugging.  Supplying doping or drugs.  In Medicine it is to administer to a patient or an athlete any type of drug
or stimulating substance that can artificially enhance their performance or on the contrary that causes numbness or
drowsiness.  Altering or modifying a person's behavior by giving a drug. 

doped
It is an English word that means doped, drugged, drugged.  Colloquially empepado.

doppler
It's an Austrian surname.  Surname of Christian Andreas Doppler, an Austrian physicist and mathematician.  In Physics,
the Doppler effect is an apparent change in the frequency of a wave.  Type of ultrasound . 

doquier
It is an adverb of place and means where you want, anywhere, anywhere, on all sides.  , everywhere, wherever,
everywhere or on all sides.  Everywhere, global, universal, general.  Wherever.

dora
It is an inflection of Brown.  It means giving Golden, burnishing.  Roasting, frying.  To the Sun, tanning.

doradilla o escolopendria
They are the common names of a fern class of the family Aspleniaceae.  Its scientific name is Ceterach officinarum . 
Charranguilla, culantrillo, gilded.



dorado
It means it shines like gold.  Gold color.  In Colombia it is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of Spanish
actors (Alejandro and Sergio).  Last name of a great Colombian actor named Humberto Dorado Miranda.  It is
synonymous with golden, gleaming, bright, radiant or veneer.  It can also be a sea fish, also known as lily, llampuga,
lampuga, yampúa, gil-dolphin, parakeet or sandalium ( Coryphaena hippurus, of the family Coryphaenidae).  So is an
aquarium fish of the family Ciprinidae ( Carassius auratus auratus ).

dorarle la pildora
In Colombia it means accommodating yourself to the circumstances to look good, .  It's softening an adverse position to
someone, trying to look good.  Act of hypocrisy or diplomacy.

doris
It is a woman's name of Greek origin.  It means Doric woman, who comes from the Dorian People.  In Greek mythology
it was the name of one of the goddesses of the sea or oceanids.  She was one of the daughters of Oceanus and Thetis. 
Name of an asteroid . 

dorito
It is the name of a triangular-shaped crispy slide of Mexican origin.  Apocope of doradito.  Traditional Mexican appetizer
of toasted or golden tortillas.  It is also called totopo.  In plural ( Doritos ), the name of a brand of seasoned passages. 

dormancia
It is a physiological state in which a living organism temporarily suspends its development, growth or activity, in order to
conserve energy.  Lethargy in the activity .  Latency, sleep.  In the case of animals an example is hibernation.  Another
example is summering. 

dormante
In Biology it is a living organism that has the possibility of minimizing its vital activities.  You may have periods of
dormancy or inactivity.  Who is in dormition period.  It suspends your growth, development and physical activities for a
while. 

dormilón
A person who sleeps much.  Sleepy, drowsy, loose, lazy, marmot, Dormouse, tumbon.  Mammals also known by the
names of Dormouse ( 41 Gliridae family; or Marmot ( 41 family Sciuridae.  Toy Dolls who turn a blind eye.  Also known
as nightjars, blind man, aguaitacamino Ave.  In Colombia we also say mustached, mustachioed, sleepy or mustached
Dozer to a small bird in the Bucconidae family of joyful singing.

dormir
State in which most conscious bodily activities are suspended.  Rest.  State of unconsciousness.  A state in which
sensory activity is suspended or decreased and no voluntary movements are performed.  Numbing, anesthetizing,
desensitizing, Narcotize.

dormirse
It is the action of falling into the arms of morfeo.  Proceed to sleep, to rest, get into sleep.  Lethargic, numbing,
amodorrase, sleep, entumir is, numb is, neglected, commit themselves, abandoned.

dormirse en los laureles



In Colombia it means siding for overconfid confidence.  Believe that after you get a goal you don't have to keep fighting
(at least to hold on). 

dormitorio
In Colombia is fourth.  bedroom, room, bedroom, room.  Site intended for sleeping.

dorna
It can mean canoe, boat or also batea, artesa.  Bowl. 

dornajo
It is a round and small trough, which is given various uses.  Bowl, trough, dornillo, barcal. 

dornillo
In the Province of Badajoz, in Spain, it is a type of bowl or mortar usually made of wood.  Wooden plate. 

dornilo
A dornil is a small dish or wooden bowl that can be used to macerate things.  It's very similar to a mortar.

dorosa
In Salamanca (Spain) is an insurance broker.

dorotea
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means gift of God.  It is the name of a narrative in prose of Lope de vega.  It
is the name of a Holy Catholic, born in Turkey and that she died decapitated.

dorso
It is usually the top of something (hand, foot, back of a human) .  The back can also be considered back.  Under,
backhand, back, back.

dorsometacarpal
It means that it is related to the outer face of the metacarpus.  That belongs to the outside of the metacarpus.   It's on the
outside of the bones of the hand. 

dory
Dory is the name of a female fish of blue color, friend of Nemo, the clownfish from the Walt Disney film.  Apocope of
Dorita, Dora or Dorotea.

dosaje
It means exact amount, dosage required or measured.  It can also mean evidence that measures the presence of drugs
or alcohol in the body.  In Medicine, amount of a therapeutic agent to be administered to the patient, according to a
medical prescription.

doscente



doscente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Teacher" being its meaning:<br>Doscente, this poorly written.
You should be teaching. It makes reference to who lectured, that is dedicated to teaching. It is synonymous with
teacher, teacher, educator, institutor.

dosel
It is synonymous with layer or stratum.  Canopy is each of the layers or strata in which a forest according to the heights
of trees can be divided.  Upper canopy is the top or that of the tops of the trees.  Tree canopy or fustal is also called. 
Intermediate canopy is at the height of the trunks of large trees, which is equivalent to the tops of the bushes, is also
called shrub canopy or latizal and the lower canopy is given by herbaceous plants and the soil, it can be called
herbaceous canopy arvense or brinzal.  It can also be called to the lower canopy canopy of natural regeneration. 
Ornamental cover of wood, fabric or plastic, a piece of furniture.  Lining.

dotes
They are virtues, benefits, capabilities, talent, skills, skills that you possess.  Conditions, propensities, qualities, funds.

double
It means two, duet, double, couple, duplex, duplicate.  In tennis slang pairs, doubles, duets (Single singles) are used. 
It's an English word.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be double, couples duets

douglas
It is a male name.  It is of Scottish origin and means dark sea. Douglas is also a North American surname of fliers and
film actors.

doula
She is a woman specialized in childbirth and follow-up to the pregnancy stage.  They have usually already been mothers
and therefore have experience.  It is very useful to guide and help a young woman who is in pregnancy, especially if it is
for the first time.  It also helps in the care of the newborn.  The word is of Greek origin (formerly meant slave, maid). 

dowerami
Dowerami is a game that the Tarahumara women practice consisting of throw and catch interconnected rings as they
run barefoot.

down
It is an English word meaning low or low.  In medicine, it is a syndrome, which is also called Trisomy 21.  It is a genetic
disorder.  Surname of English Physician, who was the first to describe the characteristics and conditions of the
Syndrome that bears his name (Down Syndrome).  His full name was John Langdon Haydon Down. 

down hill
They are English terms for a mountain biking modality.  It is downhill cycling on steep terrain.  The English words mean
Downhill.

doxing
Doxxing is also used.  It is a term used in Computer Science and consists of revealing identifying information of a person
online, such as their real name, their home address, identification number, mobile number or company where they work,
among other data.  In Computer Science it can be considered as a malicious action and is widely used by Hackers. 



doxologa
The correct term should be doxologist (with tilde).  It means who says glories, praises, praises.  Connoisseur of this
theological subject.  Who has the knowledge related to the fame, good image or favorable opinion, of someone in
particular and preferred of God.  In theology it is the one who is knowledgeable about the treatise on praises to God. 

doxologia
The correct term is doxology, with tilde.  It's all that has to do with fame or favorable opinion.  Loas, glories or praise.  In
Theology and Religion, it is a treatise on praise to God.

doxología
It means glory, loa, praise.  All knowledge related to fame, good image or favorable opinion.  In Theology is the treatise
on praise to God.

doxxear
It is not a word in the Spanish language.  It is a word product of trying'm the English word Doxxing which means search,
find and publish.  It is to reveal private information about a person on the internet, usually with the intention of harming
him.

dóciles
Plural of docile .  It means meek, soft, obedient, submissional.

dólope
Name of a very ancient people of Greece, who inhabited the mountainous areas of Greece.  Its territory was called
Dolopia and was located north of Aetolia, near Mount Pinn.  Dolope was also the name of several characters from that
time in Ancient Greece: one was the son of the god Hermes, another was the son of Lampo's son and leomedonte's
grandson, and another who was the father of Iphimacus.  Another character named Dolope was killed by Hector. 

dpto
In Colombia is used as abbreviation of Department (the abbreviation we use it Department.  capitalized), a division of
administrative and political country, similar to what in other countries is a province or State.  In Colombia don't use it to
determine the property: we say apartment.  Also, Department is a section of a mega-store.

dra
In Colombia Dra.  It is the abbreviation of doctor.  It is also an acronym or abbreviation which appears in many works,
acetates, or disk, which means the author's copyright.

dracma
It was the name of the Currency used in Greece, before the Euro was adopted in the European Union. 

draco
Draco was the name of a Greek legislator of the 7th century a. (C).  It was also called Dacron, in latin means Dragon,
keeper of treasures.  Draco is the name of a constellation of stars.  Draco or drago is one of the common names of an
age-old tree of the Canary Islands.  Its scientific name is Dracaena draco and belongs to the family Asparagaceae.  It is
the genus of animals reptiles to which belong the flying lizards in the Agamidae family.



dracónida
Relative to the Dragon or coming from Dragon (a Constellation).  It is the name given to a shooting star that usually falls
in October and comes from fragments of comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner.  It is also called Giacobínida. 

draft
It is a word of the English language meaning drought, draft, draft.  It can also mean draft, mockup. 

draga
It is an inflection of dredging.  It means delete or remove sediments from a river, clear, desempalizar, digging, cleaning. 
It is also the name of the machine or device that performs this activity, usually mounted on a slab.  Paladraga.

dragoncito
Diminutive dragon.  Common name given in some parts to dragonflies, ladies or horses of the devil.  In Colombia they
are also called mojaculos.  Name of a children's song or round.

dragonia
It is the name of a video game, with dragons possessing very diverse abilities.

dragón
A species of lizard that has folds of skin on the sides of the abdomen that, when peeled, serve as parachutes in long
jumps.  Flying lizard.  Mythical and fabulous animal that fires through its jaws.  Name of a rocket manufactured in
France.  Name of a Constellation and a sign of the Chinese Zodiac .

drakonia
drakonia is incorrectly written and should be written as "Drakonia ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It means related
to Drake ( University ).  It is the reference of an ergonomic mouse.  It is rigid, strict, severe.  It is the name of an asteroid.

dralón
It is the name of a synthetic fiber.  Type of acrylic fiber for dry and wet yarn.  It is very mild and does not produce
allergies.

dram
It is a term used in Computer Science and corresponds to an acronym.  It stands for "Dynamic Random Access
Memory", which means dynamic random access memory (or dynamic RAM). 

dramante
It means making dramas.  In the city of Matamoros in Tamaulipas State, in Mexico, there is a theatre which is called
"Dramantes".  Actor's theatre.  It can also be a way to acopocada to say the drama or theatre lover.  Dramatic art lover.

dramaturgo
Person who is dedicated to writing plays.  Author of drama plays. 

dramedia
It's a combination of the words drama and comedy.  It's a way of calling plays that mix drama and comedy. 



drammaminel
It is the commercial name of an antihistamine whose active ingredient is Dimenhydrinate.  he receives other names such
as Dramamine, Driminate, Tryptone.  It is care for renal patients.

dravida
Dravida is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gravida" being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is
Gravida. It means that it is in gestation, pregnant, pregnant. That is pregnant. Pregnant woman.

dravídica
Concerning Dravida or Dravida, a Province of South India.  Dravida.  He is originally from the province of Dravida. 

drástico
That work with drasticidad.  It means rigid, strict, rigorous, radical, blunt, forceful, conclusive, fast, energetic.

dreidel
It means to turn and is a word of Hebrew origin.  It is a kind of pyrinola that Jews use to have fun on Hanukkah. 

drenajes
It means pipes or canals through which leftover waters are evacuated.  Descoles, drains, drains.

drenes
It's a draining inflection.  It means taking out or bringing out the water or a liquid, evacuating the water or a liquid.  Drains
are also the same drains or drains.  Ducts or channels especially build to evacuate water.  In rice crops, they are also
called Descolees, drains that evacuate surplus water from irrigation.

dresina
It's a way to call a small rail platform or rail fox.  It is a cargo vehicle, used along the rails of the train.  .

dri
In Colombia it was a Rural Extension program of Inderena and ICA (Ministry of Agriculture), which was called Integrated
Rural Development. 

dril
Type of strong fabric woven in cotton, used for preparation of work clothes.  Fabric made with cotton thread.  Kind of
similar to Chuck but not so colorful African monkey.  Denim jumpsuit.

dris
The correct term is Dris.  The name of a small town in Thrace in the ancient Greece, where the Spartans defeated the
Athenians under the command of Iscolao.

dristancito
It is a special anti-influenza drug for children, chewable.  It is a milder medicine to Dristan.



driza
It is a type of rope or rope used by sailors to make various types of items, yards, crabs or sails. 

droga
It is any substance of natural origin (animal, vegetable or mineral) or artificial, which is used as palliative for a bad or
disease.  It is any drug that is sold in a drugstore, drug, drug, remedy, medicine, prepared.  By extension narcotic or
hallucinogenic substance that alters mood.  Narcotic.

droga hipnotizadora
So you call a drug that produces sleep or drowsiness.  Drug you drugs.  Drug that it bends the will of a person.  He says
so to the burundanga or scopolamine, a drug used by thieves.  He is extracted from the flowers of the tree of
borrachero.

drogadicto
A person addicted to any drug (usually illegal).  A person who consumes drugs addiction.  Vicious, drogo, addicted.

drogado
It's a turning point of getting high.  It means that it is under the influence of some drug or some hallucinogen.  Empepado
, enyerbado . 

drogarse
It is the action of doping is or put under the effects of a drug.  More used to express submission to an addiction.  To refer
to the use of the word drug as a synonym for medicine, remedy or drug, it is better to use the term medication.

droguera
It means drugstore, apothecary, pharmacist, person who attends a drugstore or pharmacy.  It also means debtor,
morbid, malapaga, delayed (in payments).

droguero
In Colombia is making, pharmacy, apothecary.  a person who attends at a drugstore, pharmacy or pharmacy.  It is also
malapaga, moroso.

dromel
It is a surname of French origin.  Surname of the oldest family in making sweets. confectionery, chocolates and pastries
from France.  It is the name of one of the oldest chocolate shops in the world.  It is located in Marseille and is more than
two centuries old.  Dromel Ainé . 

dromidrosifobia
It's the fear of walking on a wet or slippery floor. 

dromo
It is the name given to an access road, passage or avenue that leads to a tomb, building.  Corridor or ceremonial way.  
It usually has rows of statues on its edges or banks. 



dromofobia
It's the unmeasured fear of crossing the street.  Fear of vehicular traffic. 

dross
It is a word which in English means slag, scrap, filing.

druida
A person who was part of the priestly class of England, Ireland, North of Spain, Gaul and other parts of the influence
Celtic, in iron age Europe.  .

drunkorexia
It is the name of a youthful practice to prevent weight gain.  It consists of stopping eating before ingesting alcohol, to
compensate for the intake of calories.  Obviously it is very harmful, because in addition to generating severe gastric
problems, it makes the person drunk more easily and more forcefully. 

drupa
Drupa is one of the kinds of fruit that exists.  It is characterized by having a crust or soft shell and the rest of the fruit is
fleshy, with usually one seed central, very hard ( Monocarpo or bone ).  There are some plants bicarpas, or two seeds
and fruit in drupa, as for example the Café ).

drupas
It is a kind of fruit that are characterized by having the seeds covered with a meaty part.  The seeds are quite hard and
to achieve its early germination requires special treatment.  Most are monospermas ( a single seed ) commonly called
bone, as the peach and the plum.  There are plants that have fruit in drupa bispermos such as coffee or coffee and the
mamoncillo ( in some cases 41.

druso
It means Mohammedan, belonging to the Fatimí sect.  They are inhabitants of several regions of Syria, Lebanon and
Israel.

drymobius
It is the name of a genus of harmless snakes, typical of Central And North America.  They belong to the Colubridae
family.  We know her as a runner or she passes roads.  It has a bright coloration and feeds on frogs.  For the latter, they
are also called laguneras.

drysdalia
It is the name of a genus of snakes belonging to the family Elapidae.  Although they are poisonous, they are not deadly
to humans.  They live in Southeast Australia.  They are known as grass snakes ( Southeastern Grass Snakes).

drywall
It is an English term for defining a drywall.  It literally means dry wall and is a partition that is used in construction. 

dubái
It is the name of an Emirati city and an Emirate.  They belong to the United Arab Emirates, a sovereign country of the
Persian Gulf.  The word as such in Arabic means to glide or also small lobster (small lobster). 



duberria
Lamprophiidae is a genus of snakes in the family Lamprophiidae.  They are only found in the southern part of Africa.  In
Zimbabwe they are known as slug eater, slug eater.

ducha
It means person knowledgeable, skilled, capable, experienced, competent, skilled, fired in Colombia.  It is also an
attachment of a bathroom that allows you to manage the temperature of the water.  Shower.

ducrosa
Asteroid name that was named in honor of the French astronomer Joseph Ducros. 

ductil
The correct term is ductile.  In Colombia also used synonymously with skillful, predisposed, capable.  Docile, adaptable.

ductus
It is not a term of Spanish language but Latin and English. Means duct, duct. In medicine it is a glass that have fetuses
between the aorta and the pulmonary artery. After birth it must be closed. If it does not generate heart problems to the
baby.

dudosos
It means insecure, uncertain, precarious, BA, hesitant, indecisive, perplexed.  Ambiguous, debatable.

dudu
Dudu is incorrectly written and should be written as "Dudu ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Dudu.  It is the name of a player of Brazilian soccer, which plays in the Italian League.  There is another player of the
Pameiras also nicknamed Dudu: Eduardo Pereira Rodríguez.  Also say Dudu to a former player of Rayo Vallecano's
Chinese-born Zhang Chengdon.  Dudu is the name of a beautiful lagoon in Dominican Republic.  Handkerchief she
bound of fabric with children's drawings that babies use to sleep.

duduá
In Barcelona, it is the name of a space for handicrafts and embroidery.  They teach craft courses.  Producer that
organizes Nomadic Workshops and Festivalet. 

dudutri
Dudutri is a Nigerian surname.

due diligence
There are two English terms that mean due diligence, due check.   In Accounting and Accounting you can translate as
pre-audit or purchase audit.  It is as a study of proponents or suppliers. 

duelar
It means bereavement.  In Psychology it is a necessary stage in which the patient must express his feelings of pain and
sorrow, in order to overcome a crisis. 



duele el alma en gitano
Alangari, solare ylo YLO.

duelo
It means feeling pain.  Time or period in which a person tries to overcome the pain for the loss of a family member or a
friend.  Mourning, pain.  grief, sorrow, sadness.  It also means engagement, challenge, lance, fair challenge.

duerna
is the name of a river in Spain.  it is a tributary of the Orbigo River and is located in the province of León.  In livestock is
a hollow trunk in which cattle are fed, It is also used as a salting room.  Canoe, bat.  It is a kind of wood craft, square in
shape and used for kneading.

dueto
In Colombia is a string band consisting of two people, one of them played tiple and another guitar.  Duo.  Two.

dugdha
In sanskrit variants and in Marathi and Prakrik, it means milk, cow's milk or milky sap from Euforbioceae plants.  It can
also mean hesitation, doubt, suspense, uncertainty.

dugon
It is one of the common names of the dugong or porpoise.  It is similar to the Manatee but smaller.  It is located on the
shores of the Indian Ocean.  Its scientific name is Dugong dugong family Dugongidae.

dugongo
It is the common name of a Merman mammal of small size of the Indian Ocean and Asia, also called vaquita marina or
dugong.  Its scientific name is Dugong dugong family Dugongidae.

dui
It is an acronym in English.  It is a very serious offence, it is driving drunk or under the influence of alcohol or drugs (in
English may be DWI or DUI: Driving under influence)

duki
It is one of the artistic names used by Argentine rapper Mauro Ezequiel Lombardo.  It also uses the artistic names Duko,
Wanakin, Son of the Night.

dulce
It means that it has sugar.  It is synonymous with sweet, sweet, sweet, pleasant, soft, flavorful, delicate, kindly, gentle,
friendly, tender, affectionate, loving, sweetened, candy, candy, candy, chocolate, banana, dessert.

dulcero
In Colombia owner or seller of a sweet shop.  Person who makes or sells sweets (candy, chocolates).

dulces
Plural of sweet .  It means sugary or honey-like taste.  Sweet, tasty, pleasant, soft.  In Colombia it is synonymous with



treats, candies, candies, chocolates, desserts.  Melado, mellifluous.

dulcinea
Dulcinea is incorrectly written and should be written as "Dulcinea ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Love of Don
Quixote.  Fictional female character in the masterful work of the Castellana 34 language; The ingenious Hidalgo Don
Quixote of La Mancha " of Don Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra.

dulenega
It is another of the names given to an indigenous region Guna Yala in Panama and in the border area with Colombia.  It
was formerly called San Blas.  It is also called Kuna Yala, Yarsuid or Duleyala.  It reaches the border with Colombia at
Cabo Tiburón. 

duleyala
It was formerly called San Blas.  It is the name of a Panamanian indigenous region of the Guna Yala or Kuna Yala
ethnic group.  He is also known as Dulenega, Yarsuid.  It reaches the border with Colombia. 

dulia
In Theology and Religion it is the cult of veneration, which can be to the Virgin, the Saints or the Angels.  It can mean
servitude, slavery, by peaceful and unreserved submission to God's will.  Full dedication to veneration and the Sacred. 
The word Hyperdulia is also used in the same sense. 

dulía
It is also possible to use dulia.  In theology and religion it is the cult of veneration, which can be to the Virgin, the Saints
or the Angels.  It can mean servitude, slavery, peaceful, unreserved submission to God's will.  Complete dedication to
veneration and the Sacred.  The word Hyperdulia is also used in the same sense. 

dulzones
It means slightly sweet.  With sweet appearance.  Plural of sweetness . 

dumbo
It can mean mute or also dumb.  It is a derogatory term in both English and Portuguese.  Nickname of a small elephant
protagonist of a Walt Disney movie and a book by Helen Aberson, who was called Jumbo Jr.  , who discovers that he
can fly using his large ears as wings.   . 

dumbre
It is more indicated education.  It's actually a sharpness, which just doesn't mean anything.  It is a suffix (or sharpness)
that denotes quality, quality, property, feature of something.

dumdum
Type of explosive bullet.  It is also the name of a tropical disease transmitted by insects.  It is known as Kala-azar or
visceral leishmaniasis.

dummies
It is the plural of dummy.  Mean dolls, mannequins, empty, hollow, fools, rompers.



dummies
It is the plural of dummy.  Mean dolls, mannequins, empty, hollow, fools, rompers.

dumpling
Dumpling in essence is a ball or piece of dough, stuffed with meat or fish.  They are very similar to ravioli.  They are
cooked in water or soup.  It is a dish known throughout Europe with different names depending on the country.

dunar
It means walking or sliding on the sand. 

dunda
It means silly, silly, slow, slow, stupid, idiot, pazguata.  Pendeja .  Person of very little intelligence.  

dundo
It means groggy, silly, dumb, brute.  of little intelligence. 

duodeno
Means that it occupies since twelve twelve (last of the twelve), twelfth tenth second.  Anatomy is the first section of the
small intestine, which is located between the stomach and the jejunum.  It measures about twelve centimeters (or twelve
fingers).  To the becomes the common bile duct.

duopolio
In Economics and Marketing it is a situation in which the offer of a product or the exercise of an activity is divided
between two companies.  Advantageous or prevalent situation in which the same two people or companies always
dominate.  In the sports field duet or doubles players who dominate a competition in tennis. 

dupla
It means duet or couple.  Double, two.  Set of two people or things that come together to achieve the same end.  They
complement each other. 

duque
Title nobility, almost always awarded by gratitude for a monarch.  It is the highest title of nobility granted.  Surname in
Colombia of French origin (Doux, Duc).

duquesa
The correct term is Duchess ( it is a noble title ).  Duchess is the name of the spouse of the Duke, lady who has a very
high degree in the nobility.  It is usually given to children not heirs to the throne.

duquesas
Wives of the Dukes.  Title of nobility rather than grant the Kings as a sign of gratitude.  Usually occurs this noble title
princesses that are not heirs to the throne.

duraco
It is the name of a company specialized in packaging and containers.  Name of a brand of adhesive tapes for packaging



and transport of goods or for signage .  It can also mean outstanding, bright, remarkable, superior. 

duraderas
It means they last or stay.  They are kept for a long time.  Plural of durable .  Persistent, permanent, durable, resistant.

duramadre
Name that receives the outer meninge and is in contact and attached to the cranial wall. 

durandal
Name of the sword Charlemagne gave to his nephew Roldán when he was knighted at the age of 17.  It was also called
Durandarte.  Mythical sword of medieval France.  In the military industry, it is the name of a bomb developed by France
and Israel, special for the destruction of runways and roads. 

durandarte
Or also Durandal, was the sword of Roland, nephew of Charlemagne.  Character name in the old ballads.

durandarte
Or also Durandal, was the sword of Roland, nephew of Charlemagne.  Character name in the old ballads.

duranta
It is the common name of a plant and also the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Verbenaceae.  In
Colombia we also call it Adonis.  They are used to make hedges and park rangers.  The genus Duranta was established
in honor of Castor Durantes, an Italian botanist. 

durazno
It is the fruit of the tree of peach or Peach.  Its scientific name is Prunus persica and belongs to the family Rosaceae.  Its
name comes from the Latin words durus acinus which means hard skin.

durela
It is one of the commercial forms with which a strong analgesic medicine is known.  It is also known as Tramadol. 

durga
Godmother of Hinduism.  The Sanskrit word means the inaccessible, the unattainable.  Shiva's wife and Ganesha's
mother.

durián
It is also called durion or durio.  It is the name of some trees of the family Malvaceae and its fruits.  The scientific name
of the most representative is Durio zibethinus .  In fact there are about 30 species that belong to the genus Durio, which
in Malay language means "of fruits with thorns".  He is considered in Southeast Asia as the King of Fruits.  Its fruits are
edible and very desired despite the bad smell (to rotten onion).

durillo
It's a last name.  It is also a diminutive of hard, which was an ancient coin.  It is also called durillo to several species of
plants, used to make seeds.  I know they call the plant Amelanchier ovalis, which is from the Rosaceae family and has



medicinal uses (curnia, corruñé, griñolera); also to the Viburnum tinus of the family Adoxaceae, which is also for
medicinal uses ( Laurel of Alexandria, Sanguillo, orillera); cornus sanguinea, from the cornaceae family, also called
cornejo, sanguiño or sanguino.

durio
The Durio, Durian or Durian is the common name of a tree in the family Malvaceae, scientific name Durio durio, who is
originally from Malaysia and Viet Nam.  It has a fruit like melon which is very exquisite.  Durio Malay language means
Thorn.  The fruit has its crust covered with thick spines, similar to a guanabana or a tucuragua ( sincuya ) , but these
Colombian fruits are of the family Annonaceae.

durión
It is one of the names of an Asian tree and its fruits.  Its scientific name is Durio durio and belongs to the family
Malvaceae.  It is also called durian.  The durian has fruits covered with thorns.

durita
It is a diminutive of dura.  In Ecuador is a very popular other.  Rubber pipe, as a woman's name, is a variant of the name
Dorothea in Danish.  It is a name of Greek origin and means gift of God.

durka
It is an Arabic word which appears in almost all prayer in the Middle East and in speeches or terrorist messages.  Means
your turn, your time, your time ( 41 opportunity;.

duros
It means strong, tough, rigid, solid, severe, stubborn, difficult.  Plural of hard .  Coin units colloquially .  In Colombia in a
colloquial way the best, the aces.

durtoa
It is the name of a French town and a forest or forest, near the border with Spain.  Hiking is very much in this area.

duvet
It is a Word in English meaning Nordic sheath, which is a type of cover or duvet.  Fabric cover filled with fibers or downs
in order to shelter or heat .  In Zoology is the name given to the breast feathers of ducks and waterfowl.  Down.  Very
light and fluffy pen, which is used for fillings. 

duxelles
It is a Mexican chopped mushrooms, onion and shallots.  Golden in butter used tortilla filling.

duya
duya is incorrectly written and it should be written as Duya ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is Duya
( it is proper name ).  It is the name of a pipe, very large that exists in Orocue, Department of Casanare, Colombia. 
Name of field tanker that exploits the French company Perenco Colombia Limited.  Name of shelter indigenous
community in the municipality of Orocue, Casanare Saliva.  In Mexico is the name of a pastry made in fabric sleeve, also
is the name of the same sleeve nozzle.  It serves to distribute very thick creams and products, ingredients, or very Pasty
materials.



dúplex
It means two-layer, two-tier, or two-way layers. Double.  In Computer Science refers to communications or data flow that
although they have a single channel can be done in both directions and simultaneously. 

dúsakas
It is a p ' urhépecha term used in Mexico, especially in Michoacan, to designate sauces made with Xoconostle.  The
Xoconostle is the name of a slightly acidic tuna which are also prepared sweets.

dwellings
It means homes, mansions, homes, houses, homes, residences.

dx
DX means through 510 in Roman numerals.  It is also one of the abbreviations that physicians use for diagnosis.  It is
also used in medical prescriptions for a drug or to indicate that we must apply dextrose.

dybala
It is the surname of a large Argentine striker, who currently plays at Juventus of Turin and has been summoned several
times to argentina's national team.  His full name is Paulo Exequiel Dybala and is nicknamed La Joya.

dynato
It is a Greek word meaning viable, probable, possible.

dysithamnus
It means bird that dips or dives in the bushes.  It is a genus of birds in the family Tamniphilidae.  They are known as
bataritos, antwrens, antbirds, Anteaters, hit, choquitas.  They are in Central America and Northern South America.

dzanchac
It is the name of a Yucatecan dish that consists of a stew or beef stew.

dzic
The Dzic is a dish prepared with ground meat and vegetables, especially in Yucatán in Mexico.  The term is of Mayan
origin, means shred, shred and has many ways to write or say ( Dzick tsick, tsi '' ik, dsik, tsik.  .  .  . etc ).  One of the
common dishes is venison meat try strained or shredded.  It is very similar to a dish that is prepared in Colombia but
with capybara called nature.

e hablar por demas
It is take the spokesperson, represent, spokesman or representative, defend.  Plead, plead, support.

ea
Latin is a pronoun or adjective forico that is used to name something already stated in a text and is not necessary to
repeat.  Is equivalent to him or her in Spanish.  In some cases is used as-is, in Spanish.

earnful
It is a word in the English language, which means serious, sad.  Also anxious, panting, eager to.



ears
It's a word in English that means ears, ears.

easeful
It is a word of the English language who want quiet, calm, serene.

ebanista
In Colombia, is the person who works in carpentry, who works with woods.  The word comes from ebony (thin wood). 
Carpenter

ebanistería
It is a type of carpentry where furniture is made of fine woods.  In Colombia, it is the establishment where carpentry is
worked, which works with fine woods.  The word comes from ebony (fine wood).  Carpentry. 

ebanófilo
It means friend of the blacks or friend of those of the ebony skin.  A person who is attracted to black people. 

ebenavia
It is a genus of geckos, which lack nails.  They are found only on islands in the Indian Ocean and in very humid areas.

ebrio
It means drunk, drunk.  You are under the influence of alcohol. 

ebro
Ebro is incorrectly written and should be written as "Ebro ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is 40
Ebro; own name ).  It is the name of the River in the Spanish territory and long river and empties into the Mediterranean
Sea.

ebullir
This is one of the words that have several meanings. With the forgiveness of Ines, eggs cannot be ebullir, because they
do not vaporize as it says in your example. It comes from the latin Bullire. Let's see the main: enter boiling point is to
produce bubbles of steam by heat 40 action; that is boiled ) Shake with quick movements like water boiling ( for one
thing, ) Shake and produce flutter when referring to groups of people or animals; Move, when it's relationship to one that
is not still nowhere and walk frantically; give signs of vine; For things of a same nature does occur with frequency and
activity. Shake, move, want of passionate way. In physics is the vaporization of a liquid mass produced by the action of
the heat that is produced by balancing the steam pressure with the external pressure that acts on the free surface of the
liquid ( 41 vessel wall. Generate steam.

ebúrneas
Having the characteristics of ivory, such as hardness, color and appearance. Similar to ivory. Amarfilado.

ecatepec
It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means Cerro del Viento or Cerro del Aire.  It can also mean Cerro de Ehécatl, Hill
consecrated to Ehécatl, which was the god of the winds in the Mexica culture.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality
in the State of Mexico.  Its full name is Ecatepec de Morelos and its capital is called San Cristóbal de Ecatepec. 



Ecatepequense gentilicio . 

eccema
The correct term is eczema, although it is also accepted eczema.  It means, rash, urticaria, Welt, irritation, flaking,
itching, skin rash.

ecchi
It is not a word in the Spanish language. This word in Katakana ( jargon for the Japanese ) when used as an adjective,
has the meaning of lustful, erotic, crafty and a little more intense when used as a noun, such as perverted, lewd,
obscene.

ecclesia
It's a Latin word meaning church.  Assembly of believers. 

ecdisis
It is a phenomenon suffered by nematodes and arthropods, which consists of growing by molting or removing layers of
their exoskeleton.  Moulting, removal. 

ecdisozoo
It is an animal that belongs to the phylum Ecdysozoa.  They are nematosus and arthropods that grow by Ecdysis, or
molts of the cuticle that forms the exoskeleton. 

ecdótica
It is a branch of philosophy.  It means original and flawless transcription.  Faithful to the original fixed text transcript.

ecencia
ecencia is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Essence" being its meaning:<br>Ecencia is misspelled. The
right thing is essence. It means extract, perfume, fragrance, Balsam, concentrate; Overview, property, characteristic,
Foundation, principle, base, nature, substance, body, be, spirit.

ecento
ecento is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Exempt" being its meaning:<br>The word is incorrect. It should
be exempt, which means free, desembarazado something, no obligation, no commitment. It is recognised by the SAR. It
also applies to a site or building unprotected or solitary, discovered by all sides. Route.

echa por la sombrita
" It debunks the sombrita " It is a very colloquial way in Colombia say ( take care to lay off 41.  See carefully.  That
tevaya very well.

echalote
It's one of the ways to call the big onion or egg onion.  It is also called spring onion, shallot, charlotte, shallot or scaloña. 
It is widely used for stews and making salads.  Its scientific name is Allium ascalonicum. 

echar a la cara algo



In Colombia, a colloquial way means reproach, noting a previous favor done or reprimand by something said or done
that affects another.  Reproach, upbraid, disapprove, reriminer, rebuke.  Bring out past deeds.  Charge, claim
compensation for past favors.

echar a la cara algo a alguien
you have to face something someone is incorrectly written and it should be written as 'Blowing on face' being its
meaning:<br>The correct term is " take on face something someone " or just " take on face ". It means reproach, bring
out. Concealed and even rude way, trying to demand recognition some done please. Boast, lifted up.

echar aguas
It is a peasant expression from the center of Colombia: " Take water " or " Drain " means urination.

echar carreta
In Colombia it means to talk a lot and usually things that are not true.  Lying, cheating.  It can also mean splitting,
chatting, chatting.

echar en tierra
The correct expressions in Colombia are to lay down or land.  the first means to forget, ignore or forgive.  The second
means to finish, to destroy, to bring down, to damage, to lie down.  Affect another in a notorious way or prevent your
projects from succeeding. 

echar fuego por los ojos
It's an expression that figuratively means he's furious, very angry.  He dies of rage.  Rage, get angry.

echar laña al fuego
In Colombia it is a colloquial expression that means incite, encourage, shake, atizar.  Encouraging someone to continue
to do something.

echar por tierra
It means destroying, knocking down, eliminating.

echar quimba
In Colombia "take t.", means to walk a lot, walk to foot.  Go from one side to another without using any kind of vehicle or
transportation.  Walking, marching, walking, wandering, err, move forward.  Colloquially also say patonear, leg cast.

echarle a alguien un pulso
In Colombia lend someone a pulse is a folk way of measuring forces two people who sit face to face in a table and
supporting the elbows are seized from the hands and everyone tries to beat the other.  The table wins who play with his
hand.

echarse una canita al aire
" Throw a canita outdoor " It is a colloquial way of Colombia say will have fun, will distract, going to do something that is
not everyday. Another colloquial way of saying it is " lift coverall ".



echinodorus
To say with a cask of wine of Peel (skin or cover) rough.  It refers to in the ovaries of the flowers of these plants form a
thorny head their pistillate.  They are a genus of aquatic plants in the family Alismataceae.

echizo
Echizen is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Spell" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is spell. It is
synonymous with charm, charm, fascination, charm, seduction, attraction.

echo
It is an inflection of throw.  Means remove, expel, throw, throw, dismiss, insert, meter, exclude, recline, to pronounce,
utter, exhale.  In Mexico are several edible plants of the Cactaceae family, who also told Cardon, kardum, etcho.

echona
It is one of the ways to call a sickle, or Reaper.  Tool for mowing.  It is a word of mapuche origin.  Word used in Chile.

echose
Inflection of throwing or throwing.  It can mean throwing, dropping, dropping, throwing, emanating, issuing, expelling.  It
can also mean placing sideways, lying down, lying down, tilting, bending, lading. 

echón
In Venezuela it means cocky, believed, vain, arrogant, proud, proud, smug.

eclampsia
In Medicine it is the appearance of seizures and sometimes coma, in pregnant women.  Prior to this, preeclampsia
occurs, which has symptoms such as hypertension, proteinuria, low platelet count or liver problems.  Sr presents after
the 20th week of gestation. 

eclesial
It means relating to the Church.  That should be of interest of the religious community, their parishioners and hierarchs.

eclesiástico
It means concerning the church or the clergy.  That concerns the religious, the clergy, the church. 


